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Abstract
The first author reflects (using first-person pronouns) upon the publication of Lesser (2006) in the
debut issue of Journal of Mathematics and Culture, including how the subsequent ten years has
not only made him aware of even more connections between mathematics and Jewish culture, but
has also moved him more generally to incorporate more awareness of culture and equity into his
writing, teaching, and outreach. He has also conducted subsequent scholarly exploration (e.g.,
with the second author of the current paper) into matters of context, language, diversity, and
culture, and the results of a randomized experiment are reported here.
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Background
It is a great pleasure and privilege to reflect upon a decade of my journey since publishing Lesser
(2006), my first paper delving into a culture to make mathematical connections for pedagogical
purposes. The paper involved connecting the domains of Judaism and mathematics at Houston’s
Emery High School, which I subsequently sought and received permission from head of school
Stuart Dow (2006) to name. For many reasons, there was much excitement and creativity in
teaching at a Jewish high school only in its second and third years. After deciding to integrate
Judaism into Emery’s mathematics classrooms, I aimed to stay within what I knew was covered
in the students’ Judaics curriculum. There was diversity within this Jewish school and so I aimed
to be perceived (p. 11 of the 2006 paper) as teaching about religion, rather than teaching religion,
per se. This helped me write the paper emphasizing cultural aspects of Judaism, because even
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religious Judaism has distinctive “culture” (e.g., Benor, 2012).
While Emery had integrated Judaics with subjects such as history and English, there was no
precedent for doing so with mathematics. Indeed, this absence is a trend in the literature, where
Shargel (2012, p. 38) notes, “The three aforementioned studies of interdisciplinary learning
described curricula that linked subjects within the humanities like Jewish literature and history.
None included math or science within an interdisciplinary framework.” Shargel’s case study of
the Keshet school included a rare exception in which a math lesson used the validity of nonEuclidean geometry as a vehicle to understand there can be different ways of understanding
Torah, and thus sustain conflicting viewpoints.
When I mention that I wrote about connections between mathematics and Judaism, the most
common response is “oh, you mean gematria [using numerical equivalents of the letters in words;
e.g., Blech 1991]”. Lesser (2006), of course, does include a section on gematria, but also includes
many other topics for classroom use, including: quotations about math in traditional Jewish
sources, mathematical firsts, counting (permutations, marking time, etc.), infinity, pi,
mathematical modelling, use of geometry and logic, and connections to Jewish
text/customs/holidays/games. As satisfying as it was to identify and share connections between
Judaism and mathematics, it was no less meaningful during the process to encounter parallels in
other cultures, such as an African parallel (Zaslavsky, 1973) to a taboo on counting people.
Connections I have encountered since the paper include: (1) connecting spherical trigonometry to
the matter (relevant to a space of worship) of identifying the direction to Jerusalem (e.g., Levin,
2002; Schechter, 2007), (2) identifying “culturally relevant hypothesis tests” such as whether the
mean number of seeds in a pomegranate is 613 (see Zivotofsky, 2008), (3) noting when studying
statistics that comparative experiments in written history are as old as the first chapter of the book
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of Daniel (Dodgson, 2006; Neuhauser & Diaz, 2004), and (4) noting connections to probability
concepts (e.g., Rabinovitch, 1973).
Regarding the latter, there are well-known examples of lotteries that appear in Jewish history and
holidays, such as Purim – an Akkadian word meaning “lots,” referring to Haman’s lottery to
choose the date to kill the Jews (Esther 9:24-26). Other examples include the Kohen Gadol
casting lots (Leviticus 16:5-10) on Yom Kippur (i.e., “a day like Purim”) to determine which of
two identical goats would be offered as the scapegoat, the division by Joshua (Joshua 18:10) of
the Promised Land among the tribes, and the finding of the culprit in the tale of Jonah (Jonah 1:17). It was believed that divine intervention accompanied the lots when they were cast fairly
(Responsa Havot Ya’ir, section 61, quoted in jewishvirtuallibrary.org) and there are indeed
numerous instances (Yoma 37a, Yoma 39a, Jerusalem Talmud Yoma IV 1) of precautions Jews
took to ensure that procedures for drawing lots were free of human bias or potential for
manipulation, long before the modern-day advent of state lotteries (which I have explored; e.g.,
Lesser, 2013a) having accounting firms conduct independent monitoring. Those precautions
included making the lots identical in size and material, having the urn’s opening be no bigger than
necessary for drawing lots, and shaking the urn before the drawing.
A decade after the JMC paper, it still seems to be the case that “there does not appear to be a
single book or bibliography specifically and comprehensively on Jewish mathematics from which
a classroom teacher could readily teach.” (Lesser, 2006, p. 9). (An Internet search reveals,
however, many “Christian mathematics textbooks” marketed to Christian schools and
homeschooling parents.) I would one day love to see (if not write) such a book in the style of the
book by Barta, Eglash and Barkley (2014). My paper still appears to be the only published paper
on Jewish mathematics that aims for comprehensiveness (i.e., not limited to one particular
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mathematical topic) and a pedagogical audience (i.e., not limited to scholars). If readers are aware
of others, I’d be very grateful to hear about them! Because of the specialization of the niche,
perhaps I should not be surprised that Katsap and Silverman (2008, 2016) appear to be the only
authors so far who have cited my 2006 paper. But even if I cannot now claim the paper has had
high impact on the field, I can confidently claim it has had a major impact on me, as explained in
the next section.
The Paper’s Impact on My Journey
While I wrote the piece without explicitly positioning myself (e.g., D’Ambrosio et al., 2013) as a
Jew (it is certainly possible a non-Jew could have acquired much knowledge about Judaism),
publishing in JMC planted the seed to position myself in later pieces, most notably in a reflective
essay about being a newcomer to the language of a domain, which I initially published in
NASGEm News (Lesser, 2013c) and then published a version (with an added section on privilege)
in the refereed journal of the NCTM affiliate group TODOS: Mathematics for ALL (Lesser,
2015a).
Writing the JMC piece gave me the confidence and desire to give more presentations about
culturally relevant mathematics. In addition to national presentations (e.g., Lesser, 2013e), I gave
various local presentations, including: adult education classes at community-wide (Yom Limmud
or Tikkun Leil Shavuot) events, noncredit classes for Jewish high school students, and talks at
individual congregations (from Modern Orthodox to post-denominational) and dayschools. I also
was moved to write more about culturally relevant mathematics, which I did with Jewish culture
(pi day in Lesser, 2013b), Hispanic culture (toma todo in Lesser, 2010a; la lotería in Lesser
2013f), and Hawaiian culture (Lesser, 2016b). Inspired by Ron Eglash’s suite of culturally
situated design tools to teach mathematics through students’ culture, I also wrote about
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connecting mathematics to guitars (Robertson & Lesser, 2013) and to song (Lesser, 2014b,
2015b). I also looked to include historical, cultural, or etymological connections from varied
cultures in my curriculum writing, such as my university’s Bhutanese architecture (Lesser,
2008b).
I also allowed connections in Judaism to inspire my overall educational work, such as adapting
and extending a reading from the Reform Jewish prayerbook into a statement of intention and
welcome for the first day of any class (Lesser, 2010d, 2014c). I also discovered the work of
Scottsdale (AZ) Community College’s Christopher Benton in making mathematical connections
within Judaism. One of many things I learned from Benton (2009-2010) is that interest in
optimum class size dates back to the Talmud (B. Baba Bartha 21a): “The number of pupils to be
assigned to each teacher is 25. If there are 50, we appoint two teachers. If there are 40, we appoint
as assistant at the expense of the town.” This was particularly fascinating to me because I had just
finished a piece on average class size (Lesser, 2010c).
Because of the great potential of ethnomathematics to support the goals of social justice
(D’Ambrosio, 2007), it is in retrospect not surprising that it was around the time of writing my
JMC paper that I also began writing about social justice in the mathematics classroom, especially
in the statistics classroom. While there was already a literature on “teaching mathematics for
social justice”, and despite the major role of statistics in identifying instances and patterns of
inequity, Lesser (2007) appears to be the first juried article comprehensively connecting “social
justice teaching” to “statistics education”, and yielded followup webinars for K-12
(http://magazine.amstat.org/videos/education_webinars/UsingSocialJusticeExamples.wmv) and
college (https://www.causeweb.org/webinar/2007-07/) teachers. I also reviewed a book on equity
for JMC (Lesser 2013g). A particular equity subfocus we’ve developed (e.g., Lesser, 2011;
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Lesser, Wagler, & Salazar, in press; Lesser & Winsor, 2009) since the 2006 JMC paper is
researching equitable teaching for statistics students whose strongest language is not English, and
this entails both cultural and linguistic aspects, such as how certain mathematical contexts (even
as simple as flipping a coin; see Lesser, Wagler, & Salazar, in press) can be laden with culture
and how being bilingual can be a great resource in the mathematics classroom. Another subfocus
has been supporting diversity (Lesser, 2010b) and confronting harmful stereotypes (Lesser,
2014a, 2016a, 2016c).
Subsequent Randomized Experiment
As a way to help ethnomathematics gain broader attention, I found myself interested in applying
rigorous quantitative methods to assess the effect of culture in a mathematics activity to increase
student interest and learning. Most ethnomathematics scholarship seems best described as
qualitative or descriptive and examples that are quantitative either use no randomization (e.g.,
quasiexperimental such as Achor, Imoko, & Uloko, 2009, or Ogunkunle & George, 2015) or use
it with very small sample sizes (e.g., Sankaran, Sampath, & Sivaswamy, 2009). One of the few
examples of randomized experiments in ethnomathematics research is Kisker, Lipka, Adams,
Rickard, Andrew-Ihrke, Yanez, and Millard (2012). So this research arguably fills a major gap in
the literature as well as helps establish whether there may be an important role for cultural
contexts to facilitate student interest and learning, as well as whether it matters if the cultural
context is a familiar one.
I did an exploratory study at a moderately large doctoral/research university located in a large city
in the southwestern United States by the México border. Over 75% of the student population (and
of the county) is Hispanic and about 7% of the Hispanic student population are Mexican nationals
who commute across the border to take courses, and so awareness of Mexican culture is high. At
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the same time, the percentage of the city’s residents that are Jewish is about 1% (roughly half the
national average) and there is no reason to believe it is any higher in the university’s population.
Therefore, I expected this population can to be more familiar with one culture (Mexican) than
another (Jewish), giving the experiment a nice design contrast.
This study took place within two sections of the aforementioned university’s statistics literacy
course taught by the same instructor. The sections enrolled 79 students as described in Table 1:

Table 1: Demographics of sections where experiment conducted

gender

85% female, 15% male

year in school

15% first-year, 32% sophomore, 43% junior, 10% senior

major

91% future teachers; 9% majors outside College of Education

The experiment (which the IRB exempted from review) occurred within 30 minutes of each
section’s November 29, 2010 meeting, with all 65 attending students participating. Section results
are combined because the instructor was the same, the day of the week was the same, class times
were similar (11:30 versus 1:30), and student demographics were similar.
The instructor told students they would be doing a worksheet individually and anonymously as
ungraded classwork for the instructor to assess how effective a worksheet with a game of chance
is in motivating and helping students explore and solidify probability concepts. While students
had not previously participated in explicitly cultural activities in this course, they had been
exposed to probability-based games, including SKUNK (Brutlag, 1994), Pass the Pigs (Hildreth
& Green, 2016), and the game show “Deal or No Deal” (Baker, Bittner, Makrigeorgis, Johnson,
& Haefner, 2010).
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Three versions of the worksheet (see Appendices) were shuffled so each student (within each
course section) was randomly assigned to a version. Each version’s game involves rolling or
spinning a symmetric object, an activity which facilitates rich conceptual explorations (e.g., Ely &
Cohen, 2010) and which has been connected to many cultures (McCoy, Buckner, & Munley,
2007). All three versions were designed to be identical in mathematical structure (i.e.,
equiprobable sample space where some outcomes involve gain and some involve loss) and
difficulty, differing only in cultural context (see Table 2). In particular, Versions 2 and 3 used
games from Mexican and Jewish culture (e.g., Krause, 2000), while Version 1 was a “control”
game I invented to have similar structure but no real culture. We note, however, that the
instrument in the experiment referred to familiarity with the game rather than of the probability
device used in the game. While this distinction seems unlikely to have affected Versions 2 or 3, it
may have affected Version 1 if respondents felt that they were familiar with a die, but not with the
particular manufactured game that was presented.
Table 2: Treatments in randomized experiment

Appendix

Culture

Probability device in game

n

A

N/A

6-sided die (number cube)

23

B

Mexican

C

Jewish

6-sided top (pirinola; topa) 21
4-sided top (dreidel)

21

All three versions of the worksheet packet (two double-sided pages) began with the same generic
coversheet, which said, “I am trying out a probability learning game/activity. You don’t need to
put your name on this – I just need you to answer honestly and work independently so I can learn
as much as I can about how this activity works for [name of course] students. I (and future
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students) thank you for your cooperation! [name of instructor]”. The coversheet was followed
by: 1) the description of a game (noting any cultural origins), 2) a description of the physical
object (number cube or spinning top) that gives the game its element of chance and how it could
be built, 3) rules of the game and initial distribution of chips, 4) a series of content questions
structured to be as identical as possible across versions, and 5) statements [see items 7-10 in any
Appendix] for which respondents indicated level of agreement or disagreement regarding the
game’s familiarity, interest, understanding and use in teaching.
The content questions [see items 1-6 in any Appendix] were adapted and extended from a lesson
described anecdotally in Lesser (2010a), building on a comment in Lesser (2006). Sources such as
Krause (2000) have typical questions about comparing experimental frequencies to the (equally
likely) theoretical frequencies, but this worksheet goes beyond by, for example, including
expected value of the second player’s first turn (Lesser, 2006, 2010a) and thus allowing for the
assessment of whether there is an advantage in going first.
Results
The second author (a statistician) conducted the data analysis knowing only the general idea of
the study, but blind to treatment group and the first author’s expected results. A Fisher’s exact test
yielded no evidence of a difference among the proportions of content questions correct for the
three groups (p-value = 0.3158). This implies that there is no difference in knowledge with regard
to context. Since the intent of the activity was not to teach the concept, but to assess how context
affects the ability to transfer knowledge already gained from instruction, this supports the claim
that the three groups were uniform with regard to concept knowledge before the activity.
Following the test for equality among the proportions, the second author compared correlation
matrices among the three groups to assess any differences in association among the items
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assessing familiarity, interest and helpfulness in understanding due to context. This analysis
implies that the covariance structures for the Toma Todo and Dreidel groups are different from
each other but neither one substantively differs from the number cube structure. This result
warrants further consideration of these covariance structures. (For the familiarity ratings, the
Toma Todo group had 65% of responses at the extremes (response levels 1 and 6), while the
Dreidel group had only 40% at those extremes.) In order to investigate these covariance
structures further, the second author conducted individual tests of the correlations with
multiplicity controlled at an overall error rate of 5%. For the Toma Todo group, there is a positive
correlation between the context of Toma Todo helping understanding and believing that they will
use this in teaching in the future (r = 0.63, n = 20, p-value = 0.030). Similarly, for the Dreidel
group, the correlation between the context helping in understanding and having more interest was
also positive (r = 0.73, n= 20, p-value <0.001). Since these correlation tests are protected by first
assessing overall differences in the covariance matrix, it is also reasonable to assess the pointwise
observed significance levels for statistical significance. For the Toma Todo group, all of the
correlations among familiarity, interest and helpfulness are statistically significant with pointwise
p-values smaller than 0.06, with the exception of the correlation between teaching and familiarity.
In contrast, for the Dreidel group, fewer of these ratings are correlated (only those for familiarity
and interest and understanding with both teaching and interest). This provides evidence that for a
context that is more familiar among a subset of students, the relationships among these ratings of
context are more dependent. Another way to say this is that the level of familiarity with the
context may affect the dependency among these ratings for interest, teaching, and helpfulness and
that, overall, higher familiarity ratings may increase interest and helpfulness in understanding.
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Closing Remarks and Future Directions
Because the analysis of the above experiment was done during the spring 2016 semester, I have
not yet had the chance for it to inform the planning of my future courses, but the results give me
no reason not to continue what I have already been recently doing in the classroom. While
arguments might be made for giving students only the version they most connect with (to increase
their motivation and ability to make content connections), I believe it is important to also expose
them to examples of less familiar cultures not only for the overall humanizing benefits of
ethnomathematics, but also to help them more clearly verify that they have connected to the
underlying mathematics by being able to make transfer across cultures. It might be too repetitious
to give them multiple versions of the entire worksheet, though, so if I used worksheets in the
future, the initial worksheet could have full detail and the ensuing variations could be scaled
down or streamlined to what is needed to demonstrate transfer to the new cultural context,
including making observations such as that the game of dreidel favors the first player, but Toma
Todo does not (Lesser, 2010a). Also, for non-research classroom use, I would likely remove
items 7-11 from the end of the worksheet.
In my spring 2016 class, I brought in a pirinola and discussed the Mexican game toma todo (e.g.,
as in Lesser, 2010a) and my students were surprised and delighted that I knew about the game,
cared to bring it in and make content connections to it, and that I even asked them some questions
(e.g., “Do you view the game as a family game or a drinking game, or can it be either?” their
answer: either!) so that I could learn more about it. Then I also talked about how many other
cultures have some game with a spinning top and then I placed a different top [a dreidel] under
the document camera and asked if they recognized it (some did). This happened to be a day
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footage was obtained from the class for university publicity purposes, so you can see this moment
during 1:24-1:32 of the video embedded at http://news.utep.edu/mathemusician-named-piperprofessor/.
This example of games with a spinning top may offer professors less familiar with
ethnomathematics a way to visualize how one type of artifact can be explored across cultures in a
way that not only makes the underlying mathematics more memorable and interesting, but also
communicates or reinforces the implicit life lesson that diversity is a strength and that cultures
have differences but generally even stronger similarities. An additional though less distinctive
feature of this example is that it offers a low barrier to entry in the sense that it is a concrete
lesson that need not consume more than one class meeting and its materials (the tops) are not
expensive or difficult to obtain.
While my more quantitatively-focused students will respect that the above experiment uses
quantitative methods, I know this will not guarantee an increase in their appreciation of the
qualitative aspects and richness of ethnomathematics itself. Towards that end, I sometimes try to
expand their horizons by gently exposing them to the inherently qualitative or cultural aspects of
the “value-free, objective” mathematics and statistics they study. For example, when I teach my
master’s level research methods classes for secondary mathematics teachers, we discuss how
Huberty (2000) shows how a quantitative study typically involves many qualitative judgments,
how Romagnano (2001) shows how even quantitative mathematics assessments may not be as
“objective” as they would like to believe, and how Best (2002) argues that statistics are “socially
constructed”. I also share how students from other cultures and countries solve even basic
mathematics problems with different-looking algorithms that are just as valid (e.g.,
Moschkovich, 2013) and that we will not be fully effective teachers or practitioners of the
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mathematical sciences if we think diversity or culture can be ignored (Celedón-Pattichis, Musanti,
& Marshall, 2010; Lesser, 2010c).
While nowhere near as well-known or used as the term ethnomathematics, it is worth noting that
there is some literature on ethnostatistics. Gephart (1988) articulates three categories spanned by
the term: (1) ethnographic studies of groups that produce statistics, (2) testing the technical and
operational assumptions involved in the production of statistics, and (3) the use of statistics as a
rhetorical device. I plan more exploration on how culture has a natural synergy with the emphasis
statistics already places on context (e.g., Moore, 1988; Pfannkuch, 2011).
Earlier in this paper, I mentioned how meaningful it would be to see curriculum fully developed
on Jewish cultural mathematics that could be used as a textbook or supplement for one or more
courses. It would be fascinating to conduct a case study on how students (e.g., in a pluralistic
Jewish high school) responded to using such curricula. And in general, there is much room to
explore the nature and magnitude of the benefits when students are taught mathematics that
integrates ethnomathematics – both in the case where students already have connection to the
culture and in the case where they do not. The randomized experiment reported for the first time
in the present paper suggests a template for isolating the effect of a particular culture, possibly
adapted to have the activity actually introduce new content and having both pre- and postassessment of both understanding of and attitude towards mathematics.
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APPENDIX A (“Culture-Free Version” of Worksheet)
Here are the rules of a game played with a “die” or “number cube”, whose six sides are numbered
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

In the game, players sit in a circle and each start with an equal number of (let’s say, ten) items
(e.g., we will say colored plastic chips). Each player places one chip in a center pile called the
“pot”. Before play begins, players decide on whether to say the winner will be the person with
the most chips after a fixed number of rounds (a round consists of each player getting one turn to
roll the die) or to say the winner will be the last player remaining after all other players have run
out of chips (this can take a large number of rounds!).

The six-sided die or number cube is available in physical and online stores and can also be
handmade by folding the diagram on the right into a cube:

This table lists what each roll of the cube means in terms of the game:
What the face-up

1

2

3

4
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5

6

side of the cube is
What player does

Take 1 chip

Take 2 chips

Take all chips

Put 1 chip

Put 2 chips

Every player puts

who just rolled

from pot

from pot

from pot

in pot

in pot

2 chips in pot

Players agree on what order they will take turns rolling. The first player rolls the number cube
and follows the instructions (see above table). If the pot gets too low or empty (e.g., after a player
rolls a 3), it gets renewed by each player putting in 2 chips before the next player’s turn. A player
who runs out of chips is eliminated from the game.
Assume there are 5 players playing. Let’s say that each player starts off with 12 chips and that
the pot starts off with 10 chips in it. Suppose the first player is Elena, and the second player is
Alonzo.
1.) What is the expected value (i.e., mean) of the number of chips that Elena will win on her first
turn? (To get credit, you must show your work and reasoning. Hint: see formula in textbook)
2.) What is the probability that Elena will have an increase in the number of chips she has after
she takes her first turn? (Remember to show your work and reasoning.)
3.) Considering the six possible outcomes that can happen with Elena’s first turn, what is the
expected value (i.e., mean) of the number of chips that will be in the pot when it’s time for
Alonzo to take his first turn? (Remember to show your work and reasoning.)
4.) Is the expected value of the number of chips that Alonzo wins with his first turn less than,
greater than, or equal to the correct answer to Question #1? (You don’t have to calculate the
exact number to be able to answer the question, but remember to give your reasoning.)

5.) Based on your answer to question #4, is it accurate to say that Elena (the first player) has an
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advantage over Alonzo (the second player), or that Alonzo has an advantage over Elena, or does
neither of them have an advantage over the other person? Explain the thinking behind your
answer.
6.) For each row in this table, circle YES or NO in the third column:
are Events 1 and 2
Event 1

Event 2

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her first

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her second

turn

turn

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her first

Elena rolls a ‘5’ on her second

independent?
YES

NO

YES

NO

turn

turn

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her first

Elena rolls a ‘5’ on her first turn YES

NO

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her first

Alonzo rolls a ‘6’ on his second

YES

NO

turn

turn

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her first

Alonzo rolls a ‘5’ on his second

YES

NO

turn

turn

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her first

Alonzo rolls a ‘5’ on his first

YES

NO

turn

turn

Elena rolls a ‘6’ on her first

Alonzo rolls a ‘6’ on his first

YES

NO

turn

turn

turn
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For each of the following statements, circle your level of agreement or disagreement, using this
scale:
1 = strongly disagree
2 = disagree
3 = lightly disagree
4 = lightly agree
5 = agree
6 = strongly agree

7.) Before today, I was familiar with this game (or a slight variation of it).
1

2

3

4

5

6

8.) Thinking about this game increased my interest in the math/statistics content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

9.) Thinking about this game helped my understanding of the math/statistics content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

10.) If I end up teaching math/statistics to children in this region, I would be interested in using
this game as a way to engage the children with the content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

11.) Any other comments or questions?
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APPENDIX B (“Mexican Culture Version” of Worksheet)

Many cultures have games involving a “spinning top”. Toma Todo (sometimes called “la
pirinola”, which is the name of the top used in the game) is a game common in México, and some
other parts of Latin America. There are several versions of the rules existing, but the following is
a composite of the most standard versions of the children’s game (i.e., we are not considering
variations some adults may have later modified for gambling or drinking):
In Toma Todo, players sit in a circle and each start with an equal number of (let’s say, ten) items
(e.g., we will say chips, but instead of using colored plastic chips, players could instead use
uncooked beans, raisins, nuts, stones, buttons, wrapped hard candies, etc.). Each player places
one chip in a center pile called the “pot”. Before play begins, players decide on whether to say
the winner will be the person with the most chips after a fixed number of rounds (a round
consists of each player getting one turn to spin the pirinola top) or to say the winner will be the
last player remaining after all other players have run out of chips (this can take a large number of
rounds!).
The pirinola is a six-sided wood or plastic top or “topa” available in physical and online Mexican
gift shops and can also be handmade by sticking a toothpick halfway through a hexagonal piece
of cardboard divided into 6 triangles as shown on the right:
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This table lists what Spanish words are printed on each of the six sides of the pirinola, along with
what it means in terms of the game:
What the face-up
side of the pirinola is

Toma

Toma dos

Toma todo

Pon

Pon dos

Todos ponen

uno

(take 2)

(take all)

uno

(put 2)

(all put)

(take 1)

(put 1)

What player does

Take 1 chip

Take 2 chips

Take all chips

Put 1 chip

Put 2 chips

Every player puts

who just spun

from pot

from pot

from pot

in pot

in pot

2 chips in pot

Players agree on what order they will take turns spinning. The first player spins the pirinola and
follows the instructions (see above table). If the pot gets too low or empty (e.g., after a player
spins “toma todo”), it gets renewed by each player putting in 2 chips before the next player’s turn.
A player who runs out of chips is eliminated from the game.
Assume there are 5 players playing. Let’s say that each player starts off with 12 chips and that
the pot starts off with 10 chips in it. Suppose the first player is Elena, and the second player is
Alonzo.
1.) What is the expected value (i.e., mean) of the number of chips that Elena will win on her first
turn? (To get credit, you must show your work and reasoning. Hint: see formula in textbook)
2.) What is the probability that Elena will have an increase in the number of chips she has after
she takes her first turn? (Remember to show your work and reasoning.)
3.) Considering the six possible outcomes that can happen with Elena’s first turn, what is the
expected value (i.e., mean) of the number of chips that will be in the pot when it’s time for
Alonzo to take his first turn? (Remember to show your work and reasoning.)
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4.) Is the expected value of the number of chips that Alonzo wins with his first turn less than,
greater than, or equal to the correct answer to Question #1? (You don’t have to calculate the
exact number to be able to answer the question, but remember to give your reasoning.)
5.) Based on your answer to question #4, is it accurate to say that Elena (the first player) has an
advantage over Alonzo (the second player), or that Alonzo has an advantage over Elena, or does
neither of them have an advantage over the other person? Explain the thinking behind your
answer.
6.) For each row in this table, circle YES or NO in the third column:
are Events 1 and 2
Event 1

Event 2

independent?

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her first turn

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her second turn

YES

NO

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her first turn

Elena spins ‘toma uno’ on her second turn

YES

NO

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her first turn

Elena spins ‘toma uno’ on her first turn

YES

NO

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her first turn

Alonzo spins ‘toma dos’ on his second turn

YES

NO

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her first turn

Alonzo spins ‘toma uno’ on his second turn

YES

NO

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her first turn

Alonzo spins ‘toma uno’ on his first turn

YES

NO

Elena spins ‘toma dos’ on her first turn

Alonzo spins ‘toma dos’ on his first turn

YES

NO
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For each of the following statements, circle your level of agreement or disagreement, using this
scale:
1 = strongly disagree
2 = disagree
3 = lightly disagree
4 = lightly agree
5 = agree
6 = strongly agree
7.) Before today, I was familiar with this game (or a slight variation of it).
1

2

3

4

5

6

8.) Thinking about this game increased my interest in the math/statistics content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

9.) Thinking about this game helped my understanding of the math/statistics content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

10.) If I end up teaching math/statistics to children in this region, I would be interested in using
this game as a way to engage the children with the content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

11.) Any other comments or questions?
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APPENDIX C (“Jewish Culture Version” of Worksheet)
Many cultures have games involving a “spinning top.” Dreidel (which is the name of the top used
in the game) is a popular game in Jewish culture. There are several versions of the rules existing,
but the following is a composite of the most standard versions of the children’s game (i.e., we are
not considering variations some adults may have later modified for gambling or drinking):
In Dreidel, players sit in a circle and each start with an equal number of (let’s say, ten) items
(e.g., we will say chips, but instead of using colored plastic chips, players could instead use
uncooked beans, raisins, nuts, stones, buttons, foil-wrapped chocolate coins, etc.). Each player
places one chip in a center pile called the “pot”. Before play begins, players decide on whether to
say the winner will be the person with the most chips after a fixed number of rounds (a round
consists of each player getting one turn to spin the dreidel top) or to say the winner will be the last
player remaining after all other players have run out of chips (this can take a large number of
rounds!).
The dreidel is a four-sided wood or plastic top available in physical and online Jewish gift shops
and can also be handmade by sticking a toothpick halfway through a square cardboard shape
divided into 4 triangles as shown on the right:

This table lists what Hebrew letters are printed on each of the four sides of the dreidel, along with
what each means in terms of the game:
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What the face-up
side of the dreidel is

(the letter “nun”)

(the letter “gimel”)
(the letter “hay”)
(the letter “shin”)

What player does

Take no chips

Take all chips from

Take half of the chips

who just spun

from the pot

the pot

from the pot

Put 1 chip in the pot

Players agree on what order they will take turns spinning. The first player spins the dreidel and
follows the instructions (see above table). If the pot gets too low or empty (e.g., after a player
spins “gimel”), it gets renewed by each player putting in 2 chips before the next player’s turn. A
player who runs out of chips is eliminated from the game.
Assume there are 5 players playing. Let’s say that each player starts off with 12 chips and that
the pot starts off with 10 chips in it. Suppose the first player is Elena, and the second player is
Alonzo.
1.) What is the expected value (i.e., mean) of the number of chips that Elena will win on her first
turn? (To get credit, you must show your work and reasoning. Hint: see formula in textbook)
2.) What is the probability that Elena will have an increase in the number of chips she has after
she takes her first turn? (Remember to show your work and reasoning.)
3.) Considering the four possible outcomes that can happen with Elena’s first turn, what is the
expected value (i.e., mean) of the number of chips that will be in the pot when it’s time for
Alonzo to take his first turn? (Remember to show your work and reasoning.)
4.) Is the expected value of the number of chips that Alonzo wins with his first turn less than,
greater than, or equal to the correct answer to Question #1? (You don’t have to calculate the
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exact number to be able to answer the question, but remember to give your reasoning.)
5.) Based on your answer to question #4, is it accurate to say that Elena (the first player) has an
advantage over Alonzo (the second player), or that Alonzo has an advantage over Elena, or does
neither of them have an advantage over the other person? Explain the thinking behind your
answer.
6.) For each row in this table, circle YES or NO in the third column:
are Events 1 and 2
Event 1

Event 2

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her first

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her second

turn

turn

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her first

Elena spins ‘hay’ on her second

turn

turn

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her first

Elena spins ‘hay’ on her first

turn

turn

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her first

Alonzo spins ‘nun’ on his

independent?
YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

turn

second turn

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her first

Alonzo spins ‘hay’ on his second YES

NO

turn

turn

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her first

Alonzo spins ‘hay’ on his first

turn

turn

Elena spins ‘nun’ on her first

Alonzo spins ‘nun’ on his first

turn

turn
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YES

NO

YES

NO

For each of the following statements, circle your level of agreement or disagreement, using this
scale:
1 = strongly disagree
2 = disagree
3 = lightly disagree
4 = lightly agree
5 = agree
6 = strongly agree
7.) Before today, I was familiar with this game (or a slight variation of it).
1

2

3

4

5

6

8.) Thinking about this game increased my interest in the math/statistics content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

9.) Thinking about this game helped my understanding of the math/statistics content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

10.) If I end up teaching math/statistics to children in this region, I would be interested in using
this game as a way to engage the children with the content.
1

2

3

4

5

6

11.) Any other comments or questions?
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